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Bargaining Update
The parties met on Tuesday, which was the tenth meeting in a twelve month timeframe. The
negotiations have progressed to a stage where both parties have tabled their claims. Some of the claims
the Union has been pushing for have been revised and have progressed. However, the parties could not
agree on how remuneration increases should be determined.
The Union maintains that the way BHP remunerate their employees through the annual performance
appraisal system is broken and has been for a long time. The way forward is for BHP to provide Train
Drivers with guaranteed annual percentage increases. The Union has continued to identify and table
numerous examples of this broken system.
BHP have maintained that their system is used to remunerate the majority of BHP employees around the
world, however they admitted that their system does have a few problems.
The negotiating team have told BHP that we need to consult our members further. That we will keep the
lines of communications open with a view to possibly conducting further discussions and that we will be
canvasing both our members and our legal team regarding the avenues that are available to our
members to advance our log of claims.
While the parties have not been able to agree on the Union's remuneration claim it is understood that
progress can only be made through the parties agreeing to further negotiations.

Company Response
Although very disappointing the company's response did not come as a surprise to the negotiating team.
The company's ability to actually identify their number one issue, which is the ability to genuinely
consult with their workforce continues to be an impediment to the negotiations. BHP's process to
address employees concerns remains a one-on-one discussion with your one up. BHP do not want to
listen to the voice of the collective.
What we have found through the negotiations is that the BHP Human Resources Team believe that their
employees are happy with their current employment arrangements, however this opinion is generally
provided by the front line management.
The company are conveniently forgetting the fact that 68% of employees who work as Train Crews voted
to have the Union negotiate a collective agreement on their behalf through the Majority Support
Determination process.
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MEMBER UPDATE
Next Steps
The negotiating team will now consult with the Union membership with the intention of providing
options for what further actions are available to them.
Consultation with Lodge delegates and our legal team is currently taking place. It is possible that the
next step for Union members is to take protected industrial action.
This is a clear process that must be followed to ensure any action taken is protected. The process
requires the Union apply to the Fair Work Commission (FWC) for a Protected Action Ballot Order
(PABO).
The application would contain a list of possible protected actions which would, once approved by the
FWC be voted on by Union members.
At this stage, your Union is continuing to consult with members through our delegate structure with
the intention of providing the wider membership with the results of those discussions as soon as
possible and what has been determined as the best way to progress our log of claims.
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